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The average concept of time is actually that of motion. People who use motion as a time concept will show age sooner than a person in an insane asylum who has lost the time relative to motion concept.

As the planet rotates on its axis we say a day went by; as a day and a night are shown as twenty-four hours on a clock. Actually nothing went by relative to time. The clock is a mechanical instrument to divide days into hours, hours into minutes and minutes into seconds.

The clock was devised by humans so they could have a common reference to a point of the planet's motion so they could keep track of appointments mutually.

Time stands still. It is as infinite as space. Time never "goes by" or manifests motion. The human standard of measuring motion and calling it time is the outstanding contribution of ignorance to cause "age". Nobody gets any older. They only manifest age as a custom of centuries of ignorance of mis-labeling everything backwards.

The Sun never "comes up" in the morning and it never "sets" at night. The planet only rotates to the point where the Sun appears to rise and set. When a day of time, twenty-four hours, goes by; nothing "went by" as far as time goes, the planet only made one revolution on its axis relative to the Sun.

When the planet made this one revolution custom says "I am a day older". This is a concept of time passing which is as erroneous as a flea on a dog being older because the dog walked around a building.

As the planet orbits around the Sun once, custom steeped in ignorance says a year "went by". So we start measuring the coming orbit with a new calendar and assume we are a year older. So as the planet rotates and orbits we measure the motions as concepts of time passing and age ourselves into an early grave because that has been the custom of ignorance followed throughout the centuries.
Actually no one ever gets any older relative to time. They have always been, and are, and will always be. Nothing can be lost in infinity because there is no place to lose anything. Change is a result of motion, not time. Age is a result of a wrong concept of motion which we have labeled time.

Labels change all things. Poisons become non-poisonous when authority approves them. Democrats are democrats in the morning and republicans in the afternoon and vice versa. Ignorance becomes intelligent when it gets a title. A bomb dropped by an attacker is infamy when it kills a million innocent people, while one dropped in defense is OK, even if it also kills a million people.

Tomorrow becomes today as the planet makes one revolution on its axis, then today becomes yesterday as it revolves once more. Thus we establish a concept of past, present, and future.

We are forced to use these ignorant concepts because no other expression of time is acceptable to the customized minds of authority except the labeling of motion as time.

Yesterday, today, and tomorrow are the same time while you are in them, but because you are on a moving planet your concept of motion makes them different.

Why should you be any older because the planet you are on revolved once on its axis or went around the Sun? No reason to at all. You are in the same place on the planet riding as an astronaut on a satellite going around the Sun. Now our titled scientists and authorities are going to try to orbit a man-carrying satellite around the satellite we are orbiting on. God did it eons ago with millions of people as astronauts, so now puny humans are going to try it for a few billion dollars of your pocket change. Another appropriation of public money is to determine "how old the universe is". This appropriation of your tax money is not to run the country for everybody's welfare, but simply to determine how old the universe is. Do you think God cares? Here is that same old time concept of ignorance. Your tax money to determine how old infinity is. All you need is a title and Washington will finance your most fantastic dreams, while potential Edisons,
Fultons and Tesla's scrape the bottom of a private barrel for a shekel to give humanity some new beneficent invention.

Time is and you are and both will always be because the infinity of intelligence we call God make it that way. As Dr. Dubridge, the President of the California Institute of Technology said, "If you could cram all of the knowledge of centuries into one man's head he would still be ignorant".

The Integratron we are building is the World's first "time machine". It will generate a "time field" large enough for practical use. It will not only regenerate human bodies but will make "time travel" possible. Wouldn't you like to see and hear Lincoln giving his Gettysburg address on a screen in full color with all the sound effects? We would - and we intend to, when this planet rotates enough times so the future becomes the present, owing only to motion and not time.

The infinity of time is only now. Lincoln is giving his address in time now, not a hundred motions of the planet orbiting around the Sun ago.

No man has ever measured time in this civilization; he has only created clocks and calendars to manifest the measurements of motions relative to zeros that he established himself so that he might measure from them.

When you understand Time and Space and Being as the trinity of infinity then you will have a true concept of eternity and the Supreme Intelligence we call God.

There is no record of God ever creating anything new after the Seventh Day, when He rested, and is resting still.

In order to be infinite God must be as still as time because all things that have motion show change and are things and individuals manifesting the actions in God's stillness.

In this time the titled authorities are manifesting anti-God actions in building methods of destruction in honor of their idol - the Golden Calf of economic stature.
God in the stillness of everpresence is now waiting to see the reaction of human actions contrary to His laws.

If humans could throw away all clocks and calendars they would extend their lifespan nearly thirty-five years in one generation. If you live by the inspired will of God you will always do the right thing at the right time and be where you should be when you are supposed to be there. Ants, birds, and animals have no clocks or calendars and they function in their environment perfectly.

Humans have devised an anti-God society for generations. Now they are stuck with the accumulation of ignorance. They have devised a mathematical, mechanical, monstrous and legislated restrictive laws until there is no free world. You must ask some designated authority if you can dig a hole in your own yard, or plant so large a crop, or do a job you are capable of doing and pay them dues, or for a permit to do it.

Nature provides all other things except humans with the right to rest when they are tired, eat when they are hungry and go where they will. While humans provide state and national boundaries, invisible lines, and hunger for many while a few live in luxury. Is this intelligence or ignorance manifesting itself?

For the last 30 years we have voted for the lesser of two evils. Not voting for the man we mark with an X but rather voting against the other candidate.

Time will solve all of these ignorant actions and limitations of humans. You do not have to do anything about it. God provided His laws of reciprocation to take care of such stupid conditions.

While we progress, but slowly, in our effort to provide humans with a beneficent device, owing to financial restrictions, millions of dollars are wasted by authorities who are shoved around by the Golden Calf.

Time is the zero between all contrasting opposites, the perfect insulation, the fulcrum of all balance, and humans insist on being on one side or the other, never living the stillness of Now.
LECTURE SCHEDULE

My wife and I are leaving on another lecture tour about the 1st of October, and our readers may contact the following addresses to find out the exact time and location of the lectures in the various cities.

Phoenix, Arizona - Oct. 1st
    Agnes Sanborn, 1516 E. Hood Avenue

Abilene, Texas - Oct. 7th
    Jim Lee, 1834 Ballinger Street

Houston, Texas - Oct. 13th
    Fred H. Ellis, 4423 Trafalgar Drive
    Ph. Home - ID-31870

Kansas City, Mo. - Oct. 20th
    Paul Wheeler - 1117 W. Truman Rd., Independence, Mo.

Washington, D.C. - Oct. 25th
    Clara Johns, 4811 Illinois Ave., N.W.

New York, N.Y. - Oct. 29th
    Lois Jessop, 101 West 55th Street,
    Apt. 3H, Zone 19

Cleveland, Ohio - Nov. 3rd
    James Black, 1472 Wyandot Avenue,
    Lakewood, Ohio.

Detroit, Mich. - Nov. 6th
    E. Quennell, 26045 Rangemoor,
    Southfield, Mich.

Chicago, Ill. - Nov. 9th
    Space Age Club of Chicago, Inc.
    20 S. Dearborn St., Zone 3

Denver, Colo. - Nov. 15th
    Lloyd Arnold, 1940 Simms Street,
    Lakewood 15, Colo. Ph. BE-36009.

San Francisco, Calif. - Nov. 21st
    S.F. Interplanetary Club,
    P.O. Box 5065, Zone 1.

Santa Barbara, Calif. - Nov. 23rd
    Mrs. Barbara Pleasants, 960 Via
    Tranquila - Hope Ranch.
CONVENTION REPORT

The largest Annual Spacecraft Convention we've ever had was held at Giant Rock Airport on Memorial Day weekend, May 28 and 29, 1960.

A varied assortment of interesting speakers spoke on a variety of subjects, all related to the spacecraft program.

It is becoming further evident that with the continued appearance of spacecraft all over the world, that the secrecy policy of the government is fast falling apart. It seems that they haven't yet figured out a way to keep people from seeing the ships in our sky.

To our knowledge there were no ships photographed at this year's Convention by those attending, although several people reported they had seen craft in the early hours of the morning.

Y.W. Van Tassel